
5G Campaign – Demands/Asks 

 

https://www.5gspaceappeal.org/the-appeal: We call upon the UN, 

WHO, EU, Council of Europe and governments of all nations, 

 (a) To take immediate measures to halt the deployment of 5G on Earth and in space in order to protect 

all humankind, especially the unborn, infants, children, adolescents and pregnant women, as well as the 

environment; 

(b) To follow the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child and Council of Europe 

Resolution 1815 by informing citizens, including teachers and physicians, about the health risks 

(to adults and children) from RF radiation, and why they should and how they can avoid wireless 

communication and base stations, particularly in or near day-care centres, schools, hospitals, 

homes and workplaces; 

(c) To favour and implement wired telecommunications instead of wireless; 

(d) To prohibit the wireless/telecommunications industry through its lobbying organizations from 

persuading officials to make decisions permitting further expansion of RF radiation, including 

ground- and space-based 5G; 

(e) To appoint immediately—without industry influence—international groups of independent, 

truly impartial EMF and health scientists with no conflicts of interest, 
[120]

 for the purpose of 

establishing new international safety standards for RF radiation that are not based only on power 

levels, that consider cumulative exposure, and that protect against all health and environmental 

effects, not just thermal effects and not just effects on humans; 

(f) To appoint immediately—without industry influence—international groups of scientists with 

expertise in EMFs, health, biology and atmospheric physics, for the purpose of developing a 

comprehensive regulatory framework that will ensure that the uses of outer space are safe for 

humans and the environment, taking into account RF radiation, rocket exhaust gases, black soot, 

and space debris and their impacts on ozone, 
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 global warming, 
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 the atmosphere and the 

preservation of life on Earth. Not only ground-based but also space-based technology must be 

sustainable 
[123]

 for adults and children, animals and plants. 
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